A fiber-optic sensor system has been developed that can remotely measure the concentration of molecular oxygen ($O_2$), nitrogen ($N_2$), hydrocarbon vapor, and other gases ($CO_2$, $CO$, $H_2O$, chlorofluorocarbons, etc.) in the ullage of a liquid-fuel tank. The system provides an accurate and quantitative identification of the above gases with an accuracy of better than 1 percent by volume ($for O_2 or N_2$) in real-time (5 seconds). In an effort to prevent aircraft fuel tank fires or explosions similar to the tragic TWA Flight 800 explosion in 1996, OBIGGS are currently being developed for large commercial aircraft to prevent dangerous conditions from forming inside fuel tanks by providing an “inerting” gas blanket that is low in oxygen, thus preventing the ignition of the fuel/air mixture in the ullage.

OBIGGS have been used in military aircraft for many years and are now standard equipment on some newer large commercial aircraft (such as the Boeing 787). Currently, OBIGGS are being developed for retrofitting to existing commercial aircraft fleets in response to pending mandates from the FAA. Most OBIGGS use an air separation module (ASM) that separates $O_2$ from $N_2$ to make nitrogen-enriched air from compressed air flow diverted from the engine (bleed air). Current OBIGGS systems do not have a closed-loop feedback control, in part, due to the lack of suitable process sensors that can reliably measure $N_2$ or $O_2$ and at the same time, do not constitute an inherent source of ignition. Thus, current OBIGGS operate with a high factor-of-safety dictated by process protocol to ensure adequate fuel-tank inerting. This approach is inherently inefficient as it consumes more engine bleed air than is necessary compared to a closed-loop controlled approach. The reduction of bleed air usage is important as it reduces fuel consumption, which translates to both increased flight range and lower operational costs.

Numerous approaches to developing OBIGGS feedback-control sensors have been under development by many research groups and companies. However, the direct measurement of nitrogen ($N_2$) is a challenge to most OBIGGS ullage sensors (such as tunable diode laser absorption) as they cannot measure $N_2$ directly but de-
pend on the measurement of oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}). The problem with a singular measure of O\textsubscript{2}, is that as the concentration (number density) of O\textsubscript{2} decreases due to the inerting process or due to lower pressures from high altitudes, the precision and accuracy of the O\textsubscript{2} measurement decreases. However, measuring O\textsubscript{2} density in combination with N\textsubscript{2} density (which is more abundant in air and in a N\textsubscript{2}-inerted fuel tank) can provide a much more accurate and reliable determination of the OBIGGS efficacy.

Perhaps the most important advantage that the present technology has over competing single molecule sensors is the built-in redundancy of the simultaneous O\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} measurement, which minimizes the possibility of false high-oxygen OBIGGS alarms, and its impact on airline operational costs that can result from a safety-required takeoff abort or forced-landing. The fiber-optic sensor system described here is inherently reliable as it has no moving parts or sensor materials that wear out or are consumed. Furthermore, the system is compact, lightweight, and requires little power (<20 W) for use aboard aircraft. The sensor technology itself does not present an intrinsic fire or explosion safety hazard compared to electrically based sensors that require wiring, which can serve as ignition sources within a fuel tank.

The present technology provides a fiber-optically-coupled gas sensor head that uses a low power (<30 mW) solid-state laser and optical detection system to yield high signal-to-noise ratios (10\textsuperscript{4}) of multiple gas densities in a real-time mode. The optical signals from the sensor system are then digitized and processed by a rugged embedded microcontroller unit (MCU). The MCU provides quantitative data streams representing the measured species concentration of N\textsubscript{2}, O\textsubscript{2} for active-feedback control, and an alarm signal for aircraft operations.

In operation, the sensor probe head is mounted in the fuel-tank ullage, using a bulkhead flange type mount. The laser and detection optics and electronics can be mounted remotely in the avionics compartment. Multiple fiber optics sensor heads (up to 8) can be connected to a common detection optics unit for cost-effective deployment in configurations with multiple fuel tanks or multiple locations within a fuel tank.

As an added benefit, the present technology can also measure the concentration of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s) that are used to suppress fires to confirm that fire-suppression measures have been properly executed. Such a fire detection system also has the advantage of very low false-alarm rates as multiple chemical species are detected and required to trigger a fire alarm.
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